A naked plant-specific RNA ten-fold smaller than the smallest known viral RNA: the viroid.
Viroids are subviral plant pathogens at the frontier of life. They are solely composed by a single-stranded circular RNA of 246-401 nt with a compact secondary structure. Viroids replicate autonomously when inoculated into their host plants and incite, in most of them, economically important diseases. In contrast to viruses, viroids do not code for any protein and depend on host enzymes for their replication, which in some viroids occurs in the nucleus and in others in the chloroplast, through a rolling-circle mechanism with three catalytic steps. Quite remarkably, however, one of the steps, cleavage of the oligomeric head-to-tail replicative intermediates to unit-length strands, is mediated in certain viroids by hammerhead ribozymes that can be formed by their strands of both polarities. Viroids induce disease by direct interaction with host factors, the nature of which is presently unknown. Some properties of viroids, particularly the presence of ribozymes, suggest that they might have appeared very early in evolution and could represent 'living fossils' of the precellular RNA world that presumably preceded our current world based on DNA and proteins.